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Abstract—This paper describes and evaluates an Innovative
Algorithm for Improved Quality Multipath Delivery of Virtual
Reality Content (QM4VR) that addresses the stringent com-
munication requirements of Virtual Reality (VR) applications.
Making use of the Multipath TCP (MPTCP) built-in multipath
delivery features (subflows), QM4VR explores the subflows’
characteristics, evaluates their performance (e.g., delay, through-
put or loss) and proposes a new management scheme to improve
the Quality of Service (QOS) of the VR applications. glsqm4vr
adopts a Machine Learning (ML)-based approach to evaluate the
subflows’ performance which is implemented in two steps: 1) a
linear regression scheme to forecast the subflow’s performance for
a given feature; and 2) a linear classification scheme to arrange
the results obtained in step 1. Based on these results QM4VR
selects the most appropriate subflows for data delivery in order
to achieve improvement of VR QOS levels.

Index Terms—Multimedia networking, VR, MPTCP, QoS,
prioritised content delivery

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, VR technology has expanded its spectrum of ap-
plicability from the gaming and entertainment industries to
include areas such as education [1], medical training [2],
military [3] and its integration with real world applications
[4]. As a result, its market value has increased significantly.
[5] suggests an international market of US$150 billion by
2020 while [6] shows the evolution in the number of users
in the US market from 21.9 million in 2017 to 45.3 million
in 2019 and is expected to reach 71.3 million by 2022. For
the European market alone, [7] estimates a total production
expansion between e15 and e34 billion by 2020.

Yet, as the significance of the VR technology grows, so does
the concerns about its applications’ increasing demands, e.g.,
ultra-high quality video [8] and sophisticated 3D audio techno-
logies [9]. For instance, [10], [11] describe the bandwidth and
Round-Trip Time (RTT) demands that far exceed the limits
of upcoming 5th generation (5G) networks [12]. Additionally,
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Figure 1: QM4VR architecture

a Cisco R© report [13] estimates a 12-fold growth in network
traffic of VR content between 2017 and 2022. Although such
stringent demands can be overestimated, at least in the short-
term, it is important to emphasise how challenging it will be
for the infrastructure to support the VR operation.

This paper proposes an Innovative Algorithm for Im-
proved Quality Multipath Delivery of Virtual Reality Content
(QM4VR) to enhance the transmission of VR content through
exploring the multipath inherent characteristics of the MPTCP
subflows [14]. MPTCP goes beyond the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and offers the capability of establishing a
set of TCP connections amongst peers using multiple paths
simultaneously. MPTCP operates transparently between the
application and network layers and offers the same type of
services as the regular TCP. By introducing a new approach
to the management of MPTCP subflows, QM4VR offers a
content-aware distribution of prioritised packets to improve the
QoS of VR applications. For example, VR services sensitive to
delay (e.g., motion tracking information) should be redirected
to subflows with shorter delays while other services such as
movement detection video which require higher throughput
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should be redirected to subflows with higher throughput. To
achieve this, QM4VR keeps track of the subflows opera-
tions and performance, and alters the load-balance/scheduling
scheme to improve the QoS parameters. Figure 1 shows the
algorithm’s basic architecture. A full description is available
in Section III. The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II surveys some related work. Section III describes
the QM4VR’s architecture. Section IV outlines the testbed
scenario along with the simulation results. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

The goal of QM4VR is to evaluate the subflows available
on MPTCP subflow pool and prioritise the traffic of specific
VR services according to their distinct demands. In this
context, we first survey the schemes that were proposed to
enhance the QoS of VR services. Then, we describe few
schemes that deployed MPTCP to improve the performance
of various applications.

A. VR Services

Improving QoS of typical multimedia services (i.e., audio
and video) has been extensively studied in the literature. How-
ever, very few studies have focused on improving the QoS of
VR services solely. In [8], the authors focused on bandwidth to
improve VR video services delivery while the authors in [11]
examined ways to reduce the transmission delay to promote
the VR experience. Nevertheless, these efforts suggest that
VR requirements far exceed the expected specification of the
next-generation 5G networks [12]. Although network techno-
logies have shown that "less-than-stellar" configurations were
enough to support other technologies, VR unquestionably
presents a challenge to the network infrastructure.

Given the relevance and projected growth attributed to
the VR technology, standardisation initiatives carried out by
renowned and accredited technical associations started ad-
dressing the problem. In May 2017, the Institute for Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) [15] and Video Electronics
Standards Association (VESA) [16] formed special groups to
focus on the development of VR standards. Still, solutions
to address these demands on the infrastructure level have
been proposed. Specific edge computing architectures, caching
techniques and proper resource allocation [8], [17] can dis-
tribute VR content to reduce latency and improve bandwidth
content delivery. Besides, the network performance rises con-
cerns about the eventual side effects of Cybersickness [18]
which can be aggravated by poor network performance and
jeopardise the whole VR experience [18], [19]. Consequently,
the work presented in this paper aims at improving the VR
content delivery at both the network and transport layers in
order to mitigate these adverse challenges.

B. MPTCP

MPTCP enables data transport over multiple concurrent
paths, called subflows [14], behaving as regular TCP sessions
at the transport layer of the Open Systems Interconnection

(OSI) and, therefore, keeping network compatibility. By not
altering how the communication between OSI layers is es-
tablished, MPTCP can be seamlessly integrated into the OSI
model.

The fact that MPTCP complies with the premise of trans-
parency to the OSI upper layers (application, presentation
and session) and the lower layers (network, data link and
physical) makes it adherent to the TCP/IP standard and grants
it a virtual standardisation when it comes to its use and
implementation. In addition, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) [14] developed a comprehensive work address-
ing MPTCP. These works cover architectural guidelines for
MPTCP development, congestion control and use cases in real
networks.

Since then, several studies have examined the use of
MPTCP to improve the performance of a variety of applica-
tions. For instance, the authors in [20] presented an MPTCP
multimedia content transport that explores the interaction
between the transport and application layers to improve video
delivery. In [21], a network performance enhancement using
a Redundant MPTCP (RMPTCP) packet scheduler targeting
optimal failover time and smoother latency variations was
developed. The authors in [22] demonstrated the benefits
achieved by improving the management of the subflow com-
munication while. the work in [23] demonstrates the benefits of
an improved MPTCP congestion control. Finally, the work in
[24] introduces the concept of computer-generated congestion
control capable of adjusting itself to the network environment
- instead of a fixed policy. This approach is similar to the
QM4VR algorithm, although they work at different levels.
Whilst [24] proposal works at a lower level generating con-
gestion control algorithms at endpoints, the QM4VR works
at a higher level evaluating the subflows’ performance and
adapting the load balance according to the needs of VR
services.

III. QM4VR SOLUTION

The QM4VR algorithm provides an enhanced management
of the MPTCP subflow pool and increases the transmission
efficiency of VR content. By doing so, QM4VR is able
to redirect or prioritise VR components based on specific
demands and/or relative sizes. Figure 2 illustrates the main
VR components.
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Tech background: VR Components

Figure 2: VR data streaming

The Sensor component information are images or videos
mapping the Head-mounted Display (HMD) and control-
lers/joysticks through the infrared light used to track their



position and movement. The Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU)
component is responsible for the "fine-grained" movement
detection and composed by 3 types of devices: accelerometers
( m
s2 .10−4), gyroscopes ( θs .10−4 in radians) and magnetometers

(10−4 gauss) [25]. These components are responsible for VR
tracking with high accuracy. The controllers contain also user
interaction information (pressed buttons, touchpads, etc). Fi-
nally, the video streaming and the increasingly complex audio
features [9] summarises the most common VR components.

The interdependency between these components is respons-
ible for the motion-to-photon latency (i.e., the time between
user interaction and its results in the VR experience). Figure
3 illustrates how the relationship between these components
works [26]. Camera samples and IMU data are combined
to establish a pose estimation (motion) necessary for the
human interaction in a VR environment. This information -
in combination with the controller data - are then sent to be
rendered by the application, which returns a group of frames
to be shown (photon) in the display of the Head-Mounted
Display (HMD).
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IM4VR: interdependency between components 

2nd Contribution: IM4VR

Figure 3: Motion-to-photon latency

This latency budget [8] is of utmost importance for the VR
experience and it should be addressed to minimise motion-to-
photon latency and improve the impression of presence, i.e.,
the sensation of being immersed in the experience.

A. Algorithm modules

To address the motion-to-photon latency, the QM4VR
modules are presented in Figure 4 and are organised in two
groups: the Content-aware Arbiter and the Subflow Monitor.
The algorithm performs its functions in the transport layer of
the OSI model and sits on the top of the MPTCP protocol.

The modules in the Subflow Monitor group are:
• Feature extraction: gathers information about subflows’

operation by monitoring a packet transmission (e.g.,
latency value, packet loss, etc).

• Performance History Buffer (PHB): tracks subflows’
operations and executes forecast performance-related cal-
culations for each subflow feature.

• Feature classifier: classifies the information available
in the performance history buffer based on the linear
classifier described in subsection III-B2.
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Figure 4: QM4VR diagram

The modules in the Content-aware Arbiter group are as
follows :
• Content-aware monitor: once a specific packet content

is found (e.g., checking the packet header for a IMU
data), this monitor activates the arbiter module.

• QM4VR arbiter: fetches the performance report from
Feature classifier module and, based on the feature-
classified report, the arbiter chooses the best subflow to
transport a specific component.

B. Machine learning approach

QM4VR performs two types of analysis to forecast-like per-
formance (linear regression) and classify the subflows (linear
classifier) according to its intended usage.

1) Linear regression: For the sake of a light-weight al-
gorithm, this work extends a previous research [22], [27]
and simplifies the linear regression applied to PHB report to
extract only the slope of the linear regression for any given
subflow feature performance (delay, throughout, etc.).

Equation 1 describes how the slope is obtained (i.e., in this
case, it is the covariance of x and y divided by the sum of
squares (variance) of x). For this project, the x variable is a
timestamp for the exact moment a packet is transmitted and
the y variable is the value of a specific network feature (e.g.,
latency or throughput) for that transmission. These variables
compose the dataset used in the linear regression forecasts.

slope =

(
n∑
i=1
(xi − x).(yi − y)

)
/

n∑
i=1
(xi − x)2 (1)

Figure 5 shows two hypothetical examples and the expected
results represent the significance of the linear relationship
between x and y. Algorithm 1 calculates the slope for a
specific subflow feature from the history buffer.



Positive Negative

Figure 5: Hypothetical slopes

Algorithm 1: Linear regression/slope calculation.
Result: Returns the linear regression slope of a given

subflow feature.
Input: Vh ← subflow feature history performance

1 slope ← NaN;
2 if Vh .size > 0 then
3 while Vh .size > limit do
4 Vh .removeFirst;
5 end
6 slope, n, num, den = 0;
7 sumx , sumy , x̄, ȳ = 0;
8 foreach feature in Vh do
9 n++;

10 sumx += feature.time;
11 sumy += feature.value;
12 end
13 x̄ = (sumx / n);
14 ȳ = (sumy / n);
15 foreach obj in Vh do
16 num =+ (feature.time - x̄) . (feature.value - ȳ);
17 den =+ pow(feature.time - x̄));
18 end
19 slope = (num / den);
20 end
21 return slope;

2) Linear Classifier: Once each subflow has its features
properly evaluated by the linear regression, a classification
scheme must address the subflow pool and identify the most
suitable subflows for a specific usage.

To accomplish this task, QM4VR analyses each subflow by
applying a linear classification approach commonly used for
neural networks. Figure 6 presents the subflow as a neuron in
a neural network.

Subflows as neurons
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Figure 6: Subflow as a neuron

In this computational model, the features of the subflow (i.e.
delay, jitter) are represented by the vector ®f . Each feature can
have a specific relevance represented by the weight vector ®w.

These vectors are combined by the sum of the bias b and the
dot product (weighted sum) of the inputs ®f and weights ®w, as
described in Equation 2:

®w. ®f + b = (
n∑
i=1

wi . fi) + b (2)

Finally, an activation function, H(v) (Equation 3), computes
the weighted sum into a single output and defines if the neuron
is fired or not.

H(v) = H( ®w. ®f + b) (3)

Usually, for this application, H(v) is a Heaviside step
function as shown in Figure 7.

Heaviside step function
Subflows as neurons

Figure 7: Hypothetical Heaviside step function

Equation 4 defines when the function H( ®w · ®f + b) fires:

H(v) =

{
1, if v >= 0
0, if v < 0

(4)

This Heaviside behaviour is obtained by the Sigmoid func-
tion shown in Equation 5.

H(v) =
1

1 + e−v
(5)

This computational model is usually identified as a linear
classifier for the trigger boundary and is based on a linear
combination of inputs. Algorithm 2 details the weighted sum
calculation and the Heaviside/Sigmoid function usage.

3) Sorting process: The sorting process uses the results
of the linear regression and linear classification to identify
the best subflow for a specific requirement following the
functional rules (conditions to be observed) and classificatory
rule (network feature-classified). Equation 6 shows how the
functional and classificatory rules are defined.

Si =


−1, for Scw < Ps

−1, for θS > 0
min
s1...sn

( ®Spool), Otherwise
(6)

Where Spool is the subflow pool, Si is the subflow ID to be
used, Scw is the subflow available congestion window, Ps is the
packet size and θS is the average time for packet transmission
in a given subflow.

There are two functional rules presented in Equation 6:
• Scw < Ps checks for the available congestion window for

the transmission of a given packet.



Algorithm 2: Linear classifier.

Result: Returns the weighted sum (ws) of the inputs ®f
and weights ®w

1 SetKwRepeatDodowhileInput: inputs ← ®f ;
weights ← ®w;
b ← bias;

2 result ← NaN;
3 if inputs.size > 0 && weights > 0 then
4 ws = 0;
5 limit = inputs.size;
6 while index > limit do
7 ws += inputs[i] . weights[i];
8 end
9 ws += ws + b;

10 result = 1 / (1 + (1/pow(e, ws)));
11 end
12 return result;

• θS > 0 checks if a subflow has been operational before
considering its historical performance (assuming that an
operational subflow presents average package transmis-
sion time bigger than zero).

The classificatory rule is based on the results of the linear
classifier (weighted sum) and considers the result of the
Sigmoid function to sort/order the subflow properly.

IV. TESTBED

QM4VR is assessed using Network Simulator 3 (NS-3)
and MPTCP [28] implementation of the IETF Request for
Comments (RFC) 6824 [14].

The testbed settings cover two common scenarios for VR:
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and a IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi Alli-
ance) (WI-FI) implementations. These scenarios take into con-
sideration conditions that will represent "stress test" situations
for the QM4VR algorithm (e.g., high noise networks, different
subflow delay performance, uneven subflow throughput and
packet loss). A modified MpTcpBulkSender application is
set in order to generate the packets necessary for the tests.
These packets are modified to represent the expected simulated
traffic for each VR component under scrutiny. Its counterpart,
MpTcpPacketSink application is also used and both applica-
tions are extensions of the NS-3 original applications [28].
Table I summarises the testbed environment setup.

A. QM4VR Algorithm Assessment

The aforementioned simulation environment is implemented
to have high fluctuation in the background noise/traffic to
validate the adaptation capabilities of QM4VR. Table II
outlines the different scenarios and configurations used to
assess QM4VR. These scenarios consider the combination
of different weights for network features under scrutiny to
define the relevance and impact of these features on the
QOS of VR applications. The motivation behind the definition
of these weights sought to explore the impact of QM4VR

Table I: Simulation setup summary

Parameter Value

Environment NS-3 open source MPTCP [28]
Simulation length 2000 seconds
Number of nodes 8 Nodes

Delay adjustable to stress conditions
Prioritisation ratio 1/500

Sender app MpTcpBulkSender [28]
Receiver app MpTcpPacketSink [28]

Subflows Data Rate 1Mbps (LTE)
512Kbps (WI-FI)
512Kbps (WI-FI)

Table II: Scenarios and weighted features

Scenario latency throughput

t1 20% 80%
t2 40% 60%
t3 60% 40%

Figure 8: Results for use cases t1, t2, t3.

when improving specific VR dataflows (e.g., tracking and
interaction) in the VR environment and, for that matter,
QM4VR targets the improvement of the latency (decreasing
delay) and throughput (increasing overall combined MPTCP
performance).

For assessment purposes, QM4VR algorithm is compared
to the following two algorithms: Default - a round-robin
approach based on MPTCP (employs the default MPTCP
NS-3 implementation) and RTTLow - a RTT-aware MPTCP
enhancement (focuses on achieving a low RTT average value
[22]). The graphs in Figure 8 depict the results for use cases
t1, t2 and t3 configured as described in Table II.

In use case t1 (20% focus on latency and 80% focus on
throughput), QM4VR offered no significant reductions of
latency when compared to the Default MPTCP algorithm and
it is outperformed the RTTLow with about 2%. Referring to
throughput, QM4VR outperformed the Default algorithm with
4.6% and the RTTLow with 2.8%. In use case t2 (40% focus
on latency and 60% focus on throughput), QM4VR outper-



formed the Default algorithm with 3.4% and the RTTLow
with roughly 1.7%. In terms of throughput, QM4VR outper-
formed the Default algorithm with 1.3% and the RTTLow with
roughly the same value. Finally, in use case t3 (60% focus on
latency and 40% focus on throughput), QM4VR outperformed
the Default MPTCP algorithm with 9.6% and the RTTLow
with roughly 8.0%. In terms of throughput, QM4VR offered
no significant increase when compared to Default algorithm,
but outperformed by RTTLow with approximately 3.3%.

In conclusion it can be noted how when considering both
latency and throughput, the proposed solution has a balanced
behaviour in comparison with the other solutions which favour
one or the other of the performance metrics.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The increasing use and growing popularity of VR tech-
nology fuel a significant VR adoption and corresponding
market growth. Nevertheless, due to VR stringent demands,
this technology will pose serious challenges to the telecom
infrastructure. To address these challenges, we propose the
Innovative Algorithm for Improved Quality Multipath De-
livery of Virtual Reality Content (QM4VR), a prioritisation
algorithm to improve the use and management of the Multipath
TCP (MPTCP) protocol and its intrinsic multipath character-
istics (subflows).

QM4VR is capable to adapt to the network conditions’
fluctuation, predict the trend of each network feature of
the different subflows and offer better performance than the
"static" load-balancing/scheduling schemes tested. The results
show that a combination of features - as the latency and
throughput explored in the simulation - can be improved as
QM4VR offered latency reductions up to 9.6% and throughput
increments up to 4.3%.

As future work, we will propose a correlation scheme
associating the QOS improvements offered by QM4VR to
the Quality of Experience (QOE) of VR applications and an
adaptive scheme to apply the QM4VR algorithm to automatic-
ally balance MPTCP’s network features to specific application
needs.
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